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INDURA
Your partner in flanges and fittings – For more than 30 years and still developing all the time.

WHY CHOOSE INDURA?

When INDURA is your preferred partner, you receive the best service and best 
quality flanges and fittings in our market. 

Your personal contact at INDURA ensures that our stock levels, packing and 
range always match your needs. We also give advice about materials, norms 
and further treatments so you always have an optimum solution for your  
customers. 

And when you are in a hurry, we can always find the optimum products for you 
via our global net of suppliers and we ensure that they arrive on time. 

When it comes to customised products, your order is safe with us. We  
follow every step of the way from project to production and further treatment 
through to quality assurance and delivery to you or to your customers. 

Regarding sourcing in China, INDURA has resources on-site in all relevant  
manufacturing locations. For each and every order, we ensure that our  
partners in China comply with strict INDURA quality and CSR requirements. 

Our purchasing specialists maintain daily contact with and are very  
knowledgeable about specific markets and product lines. At INDURA, we can 
give you fast feedback on all matters. 

Each year we conduct an audit in which we and our suppliers review all  
elevant conditions and ensure you a consistently high level of quality. 
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INDURA A/S CUSTOMER SERVICE  

  Customer-specific packaging  

      instructions

  Regular delivery days  

  Guaranteed delivery times  

  Personal contact 

  Project/bulk deliveries

SAVE TIME AND MINIMIZE COSTS 
We know the manufacturers in the far east and Europe, 
and we provide the goods on time - and at the right price
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A GOOD PALLET FROM INDURA 
- We pack goods to order, every time 

BAR CODE
Bar code based 

incoming goods, 
picking and shipping QUALITY CONTROL

Quality procedures in up 
to five technical areas in 

connection with incoming 
goods.  

UNIQUE PACKAGING
Customer-specific 

packaging and pallet 
build-up. TRACEABILITY

Full traceability of 
product certificates.

ACTION
Any deviations are documented 

and specific preventive/corrective 
actions are made in every case.

Delivery and order flow

INDURA
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OVERVIEW

EXPLANATION  Below you will find a description of the columns in the overview

Item number:

The item number is a unique product code. This unique 
code refers to the type of product and its size. 

The two first figures refer to the product type, e.g. 03  
refers to stainless. The next 4 figures are unique INDURA 
codes for the specific product, and the last 3 figures refer 
to the size of the product. 

Norm:

Norms/standards are a common language or point of 
reference. When we have a common point of reference, 
we can be sure that what we cooperate on always meets 
our expectations and the things we buy from each other 
are uniform. 

Among other things, norms and standards specify the 
performance, size, chemical content or design of a  
product. 

At INDURA, we refer to a precise norm/standard that 
is applicable for the product and according to which it 
has been produced, the materials used and the accom- 
panying certificate.

INDURA also produces flanges from industrial drawings. 
These may vary from the norm/standard. 

Type:

We have several varieties of flanges. The type indicates 
the kind of flange in question.

As an example, a neck flange is a flange with a neck on 
the internal hole, and a blind flange is a solid closed 
flange.

At the top of each type in the product catalogue, you can 
always find an image of the relevant flange.

Pressure stage – PN/lbs:

The pressure stage is the maximum applied pressure to 
a flange under normal operational conditions. 

The pressure applied to flanges is measured and 
prescribed according to two norms. 

The European norm EN measures in Bar – pressure stage 
PN10 signifies that a flange may be exposed to a operat-
ing pressure of max. 10 bar. 

The American norm ANSI measures in lbs. – Pressure  
rating 150# means that a flange may be exposed to max. 
pressure of 150 lbs. 

Material:

Material describes which type of steel the product.is 
made of. At INDURA, we have a wide range of materials 
for various kinds of flanges and fittings. 

In addition, we have suppliers who can produce in  
specialist types of materials. We are therefore able to 
procure all types of products in alternative materials. We 
can even supply items to meet specific requirements, 
e.g. to meet impact test requirements at temperatures 
below freezing point. 

Surface:

Surface treatment includes a very wide range of  
processes, from coating, painting and chemical proces 
ses to heat treatment and mechanical deformation of 
the surface. 

INDURA covers them all. However, our standard  
products are typically sand-blasted, hot-dip galvanised 
or generally mechanically surface treated (chamfered).
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DN:

DN (diametre nominal) is the overall measurement of the preferred size. The  
nominal size must always be supported by a dimension and a metal thickness. 
DN100 may cover the pipe dimensions 108.0 or 114.3. Various pipe thicknesses may 
be added to the dimension. 

DIM:

Describes the dimension of the item in question. The dimension states the exact 
measure of the item to be installed. This may be 114.3 (DN100). The dimension is  
important in order to match the the other part’s measurements. 

K:

The bolt circle diameter measured from the centre of the bolt hole to the centre of 
the opposite bolt hole. 

XØX:

The number of bolt holes and the size of the bolt holes, e.g. 8Ø18 is a total of 8 bolt 
holes with a diameter of 18 mm each. 

B:

B is the thickness of the flange measured from the top of the outer edge of the flange 
to the lowest part of the flange. 

In case of flanges with bearing surface, key or groove, these are included in the  
thickness measurement. INDURA stocks standard flanges from 8mm to plus 80 mm. 
If you need smaller or larger flanges in atypical thicknesses, we can procure these on 
request.

H:

H is the height of the flange measured on flanges with a neck, collar and bearing  
surface. These flanges are measured from the bottom of the flange (including the 
bearing surface) to the top of the neck or collar around the internal hole of the flange.
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Catalogue date

Productno. Category Dimension Norm Material Quality Other Certificate Stock

●048245120 INT. 245 Form.brystnippel 1/4x 1/8" Brass CW602N CW602N No

048245122 INT. 245 Form.brystnippel 3/8x 1/4" Brass CW602N CW602N No Contact INDURA A/S

●048245125 INT. 245 Form.brystnippel 1/2x 1/4" Brass CW602N CW602N No

048245126 INT. 245 Form.brystnippel 1/2x 3/8" Brass CW602N CW602N No Contact INDURA A/S

048245132 INT. 245 Form.brystnippel 3/4x 3/8" Brass CW602N CW602N No Contact INDURA A/S

048245133 INT. 245 Form.brystnippel 3/4x 1/2" Brass CW602N CW602N No Contact INDURA A/S

●048245142 INT. 245 Form.brystnippel 1x 1/2" Brass CW602N CW602N No

048245143 INT. 245 Form.brystnippel 1x 3/4" Brass CW602N CW602N No Contact INDURA A/S

●048245150 INT. 245 Form.brystnippel 1 1/4x 3/4" Brass CW602N CW602N No

●048245151 INT. 245 Form.brystnippel 1 1/4x 1" Brass CW602N CW602N No

●048245158 INT. 245 Form.brystnippel 1 1/2x 1" Brass CW602N CW602N No

●048245159 INT. 245 Form.brystnippel 1 1/2x1 1/4" Brass CW602N CW602N No

048245165 INT. 245 Form.brystnippel 2x 1" Brass CW602N CW602N No Contact INDURA A/S

●048245166 INT. 245 Form.brystnippel 2x1 1/4" Brass CW602N CW602N No

048245167 INT. 245 Form.brystnippel 2x1 1/2" Brass CW602N CW602N No Contact INDURA A/S

●048280101 INT. 280 Brystnippel 1/8" Brass CW602N CW602N No

●048280102 INT. 280 Brystnippel 1/4" Brass CW602N CW602N No

048280103 INT. 280 Brystnippel 3/8" Brass CW602N CW602N No Contact INDURA A/S

048280104 INT. 280 Brystnippel 1/2" Brass CW602N CW602N No Contact INDURA A/S

048280106 INT. 280 Brystnippel 3/4" Brass CW602N CW602N No Contact INDURA A/S

●048280108 INT. 280 Brystnippel 1" Brass CW602N CW602N No

●048280110 INT. 280 Brystnippel 1 1/4" Brass CW602N CW602N No

●048280111 INT. 280 Brystnippel 1 1/2" Brass CW602N CW602N No

048280112 INT. 280 Brystnippel 2" Brass CW602N CW602N No ●

INDURA

On time
delivery

The
safe choice

REDUCED NIPPLE

05-03-2020
Back to the menu
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CONTACT

INDURA EXPORT

Morten Brandt
Export Manager

Peter Hilbert
Department Manager Hamburg

Jasmin Dervic
Export Sales Representative Europe

Arne Stechmann
Sales Manager Hamburg

Tommy Bunk
Head of Sales Germany

Claudia Höft
Sales backup Hamburg

Gowtham Theiventhiran
Sales Representative Export Germany

+ 45 99 92 93 13

+45 40 57 68 98

mob@indura.dk

+ 49 40 87 406 701

+49 173 4378611

ph@indura.de

+45 99 92 93 05

+45 27 15 95 50

jd@indura.dk

+49 40 87 406 702

+49 173 4378622

as@indura.de

+45 99 92 93 14

+45 24 27 42 82

tb@indura.dk

+45 99 92 93 09

gt@indura.dk

+49 40 87 406 703

ch@indura.dk

Britta Korsgaard
Sales Backup

+45 88 44 83 24

bko@indura.dk
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Terms and conditions 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS SALE AND DELIVERY

1. Application and validity
1.1 The following general conditions shall apply to all goods and services 
supplied by Indura A/S (hereafter referred to as COMPANY).

1.2 Conditions or requirements of the buyer contained in the buyer’s order,  
stated in his general conditions of purchase or elsewhere, shall not bind COMPANY  
unless explicitly accepted by COMPANY in writing.

1.3 For the purpose of these general conditions the following definitions shall  
apply:
- “Order” means buyer’s order.
- “Sales Contract” means the Order as confirmed in writing by COMPANY. 
 
2. Offers and orders
2.1 Unless otherwise stated in writing, COMPANY’s quotation shall be effective and 
binding for a period of 8 days as from the date of submitting the quotation.

2.2 In case of the buyer submitting an Order, said Order shall not be binding upon 
COMPANY until COMPANY has forwarded a Sales Contract to the buyer or has  
delivered the goods to the buyer, whichever happens first. 

3. Technical data. Product Information
3.1 All information in brochures, publications, etc., regarding prices, performance, 
or other technical data regarding goods offered for sale by COMPANY are binding 
only to the extent the Sales Contract explicitly refers to them. COMPANY shall in 
no event be liable for the suitability of the goods for its intended use or its fitness 
for a particular purpose. 

4. Delivery
4.1 Unless otherwise agreed in writing, the delivery terms are FCA Grønlandsvej 1, 
DK-7480 Vildbjerg, Denmark, Incoterms 2010. 
 

4.2 The date of delivery stated in the Sales Contract is an estimate made to the best 
of COMPANY’s knowledge. COMPANY shall notify the buyer of the actual date of 
delivery when it has been finally determined.

4.3 If a delivery has not been taken by the buyer within the time limit following 
from the Sales Contract, COMPANY is entitled at its own discretion to cancel or 
maintain in whole or in part the Sales Contract. Furthermore, COMPANY is entitled 
to store, sell or remove the goods for the buyer’s account and risk and to claim 
damages. In case of COMPANY cancelling the Sales Contract, COMPANY is entitled 
to compensation for costs incurred as well as loss of profit.

4.4 Buyer has the right to return saleable stock goods carriage forward to SELLER, 
and buyer has the right to credit of 70% of the purchase price. If buyer cannot 
state the invoice number, the goods are returned carriage forward. 60% of the 
purchase price is credited. Only new unused goods in original unbroken pack- 
aging can be returned. 

5. Delay
5.1 If delivery is delayed beyond the date agreed upon or stated by COMPANY, the 
buyer can by notice to COMPANY demand delivery and fix a final, reasonable time 
limit for delivery.

5.2 If delivery is not effected within the reasonable time limit fixed in any notice 
served under clause 5.1, and said time limit is exceeded by more than 10 (ten) days, 
then the buyer is entitled to cancel the Order.

5.3 The buyer cannot claim damages of any kind whatsoever including damages 
for consequential loss suffered due to a delay. 
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6. Cancellation or modification of an agreement
6.1 The buyer’s cancellation or modification of a Sales Contract is subject to COM-
PANY’s written approval, and subject to the buyer reimbursing costs and losses 
incurred by COMPANY as a result of the cancellation or alteration, however as a 
minimum an amount equal to 25 % of the agreed purchase price on the cancelled 
or modified part of the Sales Contract, excluding VAT. 

7. Use of the goods
7.1 In his use of the goods the buyer shall observe all relevant national legislation 
including any regulation or requirement of governmental or other regulatory 
authority. Consequently, COMPANY assumes no liability for any infringement of 
patents or violation by the buyer of any relevant legislation, regulation or require-
ment, which is due to his use of the goods. This shall apply even if COMPANY, 
its employees or agents have made statements or recommendations (whether  
before or after the purchase) relating to the goods. 

8. Defects
8.1 Immediately upon receipt of the goods, and before use thereof, the buyer shall 
make such examination of the goods as is required by proper trade practice. The 
buyer shall satisfy himself that the goods meet all contractual requirements. If 
the buyer fails to conduct said proper examination timely, he shall loose his right 
to invoke any rights in case of a defect, which could have been detected by the 
examination.

8.2 Without prejudice to Clause 8.1, complaints about defects shall be made 
in writing and must be received by COMPANY not later than 8 (eight) days  
after the defect was or should have been detected. The complaint shall include a  
description of the alleged defect.

8.3 Claims based on defects shall be advanced within 3 (three) months of delivery. 

8.4 No complaint can be made after expiry of the deadlines stipulated in 8.2 and 
8.3. If COMPANY enters into any discussion with the buyer concerning a complaint 
lodged after expiry thereof, COMPANY does so purely as a gesture and without 
waiving the right to contend that the complaint in question was lodged too late.

8.5 COMPANY shall in no event be liable for the suitability of the goods for its 
intended use or its fitness for a particular purpose. COMPANY shall further in 
no event be liable for defects or shortage of goods when caused by the buyer’s  
inappropriate or improper use or storage.

8.6 If goods are defective and a claim based on the defect is brought against  
COMPANY, then COMPANY may choose within a reasonable time either to deliver 
replacement goods in return for the defective goods or make subsequent delivery, 
repair the defect or grant the buyer a pro rata reduction in the purchase price, 
whereupon the rectification of the defect shall be deemed final.

8.7 With the exception of what has been stipulated above, COMPANY assumes 
no liability for defects and the buyer cannot assert any other rights in case of  
default than the ones stated above, including by way of illustration and not limitation  
termination of the order or compensation, whatsoever. 

9. Prices
9.1 Unless otherwise agreed in writing, prices are based on the current price  
listings, excluding V.A.T., costs, duties, etc. 

10. Terms of payment
10.1 Unless otherwise agreed, payment shall be effected to COMPANY’s account no 
later than 14 days upon delivery.

10.2 In case of late payment, COMPANY charges interest for default on the amount 
owing at the time in question, at a rate of 1,0 per cent per month from the due 
date. Interest will be calculated each month on the outstanding balance due 
which will include previously added interest, reasonable costs etc.

10.3 Should default be made by the Buyer in paying any sum due under any Sales 
Contract as and when it becomes due, COMPANY shall have the right either to 
suspend all further deliveries until the Buyer’s default of payment shall have been 
made good or to cancel the Sales Contract so far as any goods remain to be 
delivered there under.
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10.4 The buyer shall not withhold payment or make any deductions from the price 
of the goods in respect of claims that have not been approved by COMPANY. 

11. Retention of title
11.1 COMPANY shall retain full and clear title to goods delivered hereunder, and 
ownership of the goods shall not pass to the buyer until full and final payment has 
been made. 

12. Intellectual property rights
12.1 The title to intellectual property rights in regard to the goods shall be vested 
in and solely allotted to COMPANY, including intellectual property rights resulting 
from the cooperation between the parties regarding the goods. 

13. Force majeure
13.1 Neither party shall be liable to pay damages or make compensation in any way 
for any delay or failure to perform any of its obligations when such delay or failure 
is due to force majeure.

13.2 Force majeure is defined as an act of god or an event or contingency out-
side the reasonable control of the party affected thereby. It shall include but not 
be limited to delay in the delivery of or defects in goods supplied by subcontrac-
tors, substantial price increases for such deliveries, war (declared or undeclared),  
revolution, riot, strike and lockout, labor disturbances, fire, flood, epidemic, earth-
quake, explosion, blockade, embargo, unavailability of basic raw materials, lack 
of or failure of transportation, any unusual or unexpected acts of government or 
governmental agency, and other similar events.

13.3 Upon the occurrence of force majeure, the party suffering thereby shall 
promptly give the other party written notice thereof specifying the cause 
of force majeure and how it will affect the performance of its obligations.

13.4 If the delivery of goods is temporarily prevented owing to force majeure 
events, the obligation to deliver shall be suspended as regards the period during 
which the force majeure situation exists with the effect that the buyer shall not be  
entitled to cancel the Sales Contract. However, if contractual performance,  
delivery of goods or other duties are prevented by force majeure for a period of 120 
consecutive days, then either party may terminate the obligations prevented by 
force majeure. 

14. Product Liability
14.1 COMPANY shall be liable in accordance with applicable law on product  
liability, however with the limitations following from this clause 14. 

14.2 COMPANY shall under no circumstances be liable for indirect losses, including 
but not limited to operating losses, loss of profits, loss of time, punitive damages 
and consequential costs to which a defective product may have given rise. 

14.3 COMPANY cannot be held liable for damage to products manufactured by the 
buyer or subsequent buyers or to products of which these form part.

14.4 Furthermore, COMPANY shall not be liable for losses suffered in connection 
with carriage and replacement of a product that has been resold.

14.5 If damage caused by the goods purchased or danger that such damage will 
occur comes to the attention of the buyer, the buyer shall without undue delay 
notify COMPANY thereof in writing. The notice does not relieve the buyer of his 
obligation to minimize such damage.

14.6 To the extent COMPANY incurs product liability towards third parties; the  
buyer shall be under an obligation to indemnify COMPANY to the extent such  
liability exceeds the limitations according to this section 14.
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14.7 The buyer hereby submits to the jurisdiction of any court before which an  
action for product liability may be brought against COMPANY.

14.8 The buyer shall notify COMPANY if third parties bring claims based on product 
liability against the buyer.

15. Limitation of liability
15.1 COMPANY shall never be liable for punitive damages, financial loss,  
consequential loss, loss of profit, loss of time or other indirect loss or consequen-
tial damage whether arising from delay, from the supply of defective goods or  
otherwise. 

16. Jurisdiction and governing law
16.1 The validity, construction and performance of the obligations of the parties 
shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Denmark.

16.2 Disputes, controversies, claims or differences which may arise between the 
parties out of, in relation to, or in connection with delivery of goods or services 
from COMPANY, or for the breach thereof, shall be settled by the city court of 
Aarhus as venue in first instance. 

17. Information
17.1 INDURA A/S stores and makes use of individual customer data. This informa-
tion will only be used for improving of service towards the individual customers 
and for product optimization in general.  
INDURA A/S will when requested provide the individual customers information 
about data stored. Customers can at any given time request all or specific data 
related to themselves erased. This only applies if the request do not conflict with 
other legal regulations.
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